
   Name _____________________________________ 

Good luck and enjoy your summer! 
 

English Language Arts (ELA): Summer Journals 

 
Students will strive to keep their skills sharp by completing a daily reading and writing journal coupled with 

practicing their typing skills for ELA. Grab a binder and get started! Online tutoring for typing can be 

accessed at SAC’s website or www.typing.com.  If students do not have access to the typing program, the 

daily journal can be handwritten on lined paper and collected in a spiral. Include an illustrated cover (hand 

drawn or clip art) that includes your name, first and last plus the grade you are entering. Each page should 

be a separate entry. The top of each page needs to include the total minutes read each day, the title of 

your novel and pages read. In addition, include a calendar date for each journal entry, which also has the 

day of the week.  

 

Read!  Please select a novel of your choice near your reading level. Do not count reading that is below or to 

far above your ability for your daily minutes.  (See below) 

 
Write! The written responses will each be a minimum of 8 sentences in length.  While the topic/subject 

matter is up to you, the writing should reflect grade appropriate subject matter and writing abilities.  The 

written response may be about an activity or a particular incident that occurred. It may be thoughts about 

something in the news or the coming school year.  It could be a discussion about the daily reading or a 

concern. It is expected that you will provide information in writing that is more detailed.  As a rule, routine 

3 word sentences are not acceptable while descriptive 12 word sentences are. 

 

Non-Example: Today was a great day.  I had fun.  We went to the beach. It was hot. We swam.  We had ice 

cream. It was strawberry ice cream. We went home. 

Example: 
Read: 45 Minutes, Title:  Divergent, Pgs: 126-193    Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2015 

 Today was a great day to remember and to record in my journal. My family and I went to the beach to 

escape the intense, smothering, heat! We all worked together to build a huge sandcastle that had a real 

water filled moat. Then, we splashed in the waves, swam and used our skim boards to stay cool.  While we 

were drying off, my brother and I looked for seashells on the beach.  We were excited to find our first 

sand dollar ever near the surf!  On the long drive home, we stopped for my favorite ice cream, strawberry-

banana. Yum! Today was a day to remember because we enjoyed the time as a family. 

 

 Will this book be too hard or too easy for me? 

• Choose a book that you think you will enjoy.  

• Have you read this before? Yes, pick a different one.  

• Read the second page. 

• Hold up a finger for each word you are not sure of or do not know. 

• If there are five or more words you did not know, you should choose an easier book. 

• If you know every word, it maybe to easy and you will need to find another for this journal. 

• Still not sure? Use the five finger rule on two more pages. 

• Are there five or more words on a page that you don't know or again do you know every word? 

• Is this book confusing and hard to understand by myself? Does the book provide any challenge for 

you?  

• When I read it aloud, does it sound choppy and slow? Is it to easy? 

• If most of your answers were "yes," it maybe to hard. Wait and try again later. 

• If most of your answers were “no,” it maybe to easy. Select another for this assignment. 

http://www.typing.com/

